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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NZ Crunchies is one of the Bumiputera product brands of NZ Frozen Industries Sdn Bhd
which is registered under Companies Commission of Malaysia (SSM). The company is located
at Lot E1 SME Industrial Complex, 15, Jalan Tahana, Johor Bahru, Johor and has been
incorporated since 1996 and still active till present. NZ Frozen Industries Sdn Bhd is a growing
company using creative ideas for the development of new products to meet the needs of
customers in the pastry food industry.

NZ Frozen Sdn Bhd produces snacks as a finished product which is named as NZ
Crunchies. NZ Crunchies is an innovative snack that uses poppy skin as base and coated with a
variety of flavours which is very tasty and has a very uniquely alluring taste. For example,
Golden Salted Egg, Flaming Salted Egg, Korean BBQ, Tomyam Seafood, Seaweed Teriyaki and
many more. Like the tagline, “non-stop crunchies”, that is what happens when we eat it because
NZ Crunchies are so tasty and make us addicted to eating. Means that, once you eat it, you
cannot stop until all the NZ Crunchies are eaten. This is because the ingredients that we used to
make this product, NZ Crunchies, are premium and high quality ingredients and we do not use
prohibited substances. This shows that NZ Frozen Industries Sdn Bhd only uses safe ingredients
to produce their product. Therefore, the products are suitable for everyone regardless of age,
gender and so on.

The mission of NZ Crunchies is ensuring customer satisfaction on an ongoing basis in
line with the production of snack products supplied. The vision is. As for marketing, our holding
company (NZ Frozen Industries Sdn Bhd) usually holds a contest, giveaway and paid review. For
example, the latest is the company made "Krub Krab Giveaway" starting from 17 till 30th june
2022 and there will be five (5) winners. The winner will get a box of NZ Crunchies Tomyam
Seafood in a pouch bag edition. This is to attract more people to try NZ Crunchies especially our
new product tomyam seafood in pouch.

Apart from that, we (Siti & Nur NZ Crunchies) are the agents of the company where we
used our own money to be used as a start-up capital in May 2022. Our main platform to promote
this product is through online where we use facebook page (NZ Crunchies by NN) as we do not
have a physical store that is specifically for our product. However, we also promote through
offline as we offer our products to the closest people such as neighbours, family, friends and
others. As for the services and delivery, we provide both which are through cash on delivery
(C.O.D) with a charge of RM4 and also by postage to those who are far away from us.
Sometimes, we also make the service for free to attract more people to buy NZ Crunchies from
us.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

2.1 NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS

Siti & Nur NZ Crunchies is a business that we decided as our main product is NZ

Crunchies. The name of our business is a simple name so it will be easier to remember. ‘Siti &

Nur’ come from our names where Siti is Siti Aisyah Najwa and Nur is Nur Afrina Natasha who

are the partners of the business and the agent of NZ Crunchies. Besides that, we can guess the

form of our business from the name itself which is partner proprietorship.

Our business is a hybrid where we use social media, especially facebook page (NZ

Crunchies by NN) to promote our products and we promote through offline as well. As for the

services and delivery, we offer a free delivery service for nearby customers while distant

customers will be charged a delivery charge of RM5. Meanwhile, for customers who are far

away from us, we will deliver NZ Crunchies by postage.

Besides that, we offer various flavours of NZ Crunchies such as cheese primo, supreme

chocolate, salted egg and many more. Thus, our target customers are from all ranges of age as

our products can suit everyone’s taste. It's suitable for everyone from kid to older and all genders

can have it.
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BUSINESS INFORMATION

Name Of Business Siti & Nur NZ Crunchies

Business Address                              
                       
      

Telephone Number           

Form Of Business Partner Proprietorship

Main Activities Retail sale of NZ Crunchies

Date Of Commencement 11 May 2022

Date Of Registration 02 July 2022

Registration Number 202203166326 (003412412-D)

Name Of Bank Bank Islam

Bank Account Number               

Business Areas that are Involved In Food

Business Mode Hybrid

Facebook Page NZ Crunchies by NN

Facebook Page (link) https://www.facebook.com/NZCRUNCHIES
BYNN
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2.2 ORGANISATIONAL CHART

An organisation chart is a helpful tool that organisations may use to illustrate their company's

structure. The organisation chart, which is presented in the form of a flow diagram, assists in

illustrating the relationship between the various departments and workers.
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2.3 MISSION / VISION

The mission statement serves as a clear and effective guide for the company in making decisions,

meanwhile the vision statement ensures that all decisions are properly aligned with what the

company wants to accomplish. Our company Siti & Nur NZ Crunchies  also have set a mission

and vision in order to achieve our target and goal of this company.

MISSION

Provide clean, halal and pure snacks in accordance with the wishes of customers.

Ensuring customer satisfaction on an ongoing basis in line with the production of snack

products supplied.

Committed to providing the best service in terms of snack preparation and customer

service equivalent to a set fee.

VISION

To be a competitive and competitive snack food supply business that is able to provide

the best service in meeting the needs of customers.

Own a private limited company in the future.

Has business branches throughout Malaysia
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2.4 DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS

NZ Crunchies is a business that offers snacks with a wide variety of flavours that are able

to amaze and entice you to get them. We have 13 flavours in total which includes, Golden Salted

Egg, Korean BBQ, Flaming Salted Egg, Cheese Primo, Supreme Chocolate, Roti Bakar,

Tomyam Seafood and many more. Therefore, our market target as a reseller of NZ Crunchies is

very wide because NZ Crunchies Sdn Bhd produce many types of flavours that can suit

everyone's taste regardless of age, gender and religion. This product is highly preferred among

students, kids and those who are busy working.

The packaging of NZ Crunchies is convenient since we have two types of packaging.

Instead of bottles, NZ Crunchies snacks also come in the form of pouch bags. For the pouch bag,

we have two different sizes which are 60 grams and 45 grams. Thus, customers have the option

to choose which one that they are interested in buying according to their preferences. Other than

that, NZ Crunchies in a pouch is suitable for those who like to eat in small portions and kids

since it is easy to bring anywhere. For example, kids want to bring it to school and others.

Besides that, NZ Crunchies pouch bags can also be used as goodies for any events. This shows

that NZ Crunchies products are perfect for all walks of life to enjoy at any time and anywhere.

Apart from that, the ingredients that are used to produce NZ Crunchies products are high

quality and safe ingredients. This is because we want to produce and sell the best products which

can meet demand nowadays. With this, NZ Crunchies can survive and compete with other brands

for the long-term period. Besides that, our products also have Halal Certificate from JAKIM,

thus the Muslim customers do not have to worry and doubt to try NZ Crunchies products.
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2.5 PRICE LIST

PRODUCT PRICE (RM)

Bottle (220 gram) Pouch (60 gram) Pouch (45 gram)

Salted Egg 10 3 2.20

Cheese Primo 10 3 2.20

Korean BBQ 10 3 2.20

Chocolate Supreme 10 3 2.20

Seaweed Teriyaki 10 3 2.20

Tomyam Seafood 10 3 2.20

Milky Matcha 10 - -

Roti Bakar 10 - -

Flaming Salted Egg 10 - -

Savoury Chicken Floss 10 - -

Nasi Lemak & Sambal
Ikan Bilis

10 - -

Nestum Klasik 10 - -

Rendang Licious 10 - -
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3.0 FACEBOOK (FB)

When we first started the business, we created a Facebook Page. This will assist us in

increasing product sales through marketing and distribution on Facebook. We'd like to

introduce our product to all Facebook users, especially those that reside nearby.

Furthermore, by making a Facebook page account, we may be able to use it as a great

platform for our online-only firm. With the linked business in Siti & Nur NZ Crunchies,

we created a teaser, soft sale, and hard sell Facebook post. As we all know, people

nowadays prefer to purchase online rather than at a physical store. Thanks to advanced

technology, people may get what they want in the shortest period of time and in the

easiest way imaginable. We also use this chance to save costs on a variety of expenses.

3.1 CREATING FACEBOOK PAGE
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3.2 CUSTOMIZING URL FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

FB Page URL: https://www.facebook.com/NZCRUNCHIESBYNN

TOTAL LIKE PAGES
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3.3 FACEBOOK (FB) POST – TEASER
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3.4 FACEBOOK (FB) POST – COPYWRITING (HARD SELL)
Hard Sell 1
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Hard Sell 2
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Hard Sell 3
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Hard Sell 4
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Hard Sell 5
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Hard Sell 6
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Hard Sell 7
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Hard Sell 8
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Hard Sell 9
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Hard Sell 10
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Hard Sell 11
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Hard Sell 12
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Hard Sell 13
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Hard Sell 14
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Hard Sell 15
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Hard Sell 16
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Hard Sell 17
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3.5 FACEBOOK (FB) POST – COPYWRITING (SOFT SELL)

SOFT SELL 1
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SOFT SELL 2
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SOFT SELL 3
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SOFT SELL 4
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SOFT SELL 5
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SOFT SELL 6
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SOFT SELL 7
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SOFT SELL 10
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SOFT SELL 11
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SOFT SELL 12
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SOFT SELL 13
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SOFT SELL 14
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SOFT SELL 15
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SOFT SELL 16
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SOFT SELL 17
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3.6  SALES REPORT
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CUSTOMERS’ INFORMATION

Customer name Address Payment
method

Delivery
method

Unit sold

Afrina natasha - Cash Pick-up 4

Amin anuar Tepi tangki air
ketereh, 16450,
kota bharu.

Cash COD 5

Amirah nazirah 56A, Lorong
satu jalan paip
parit sakai
84000 muar
johor.

Online banking Postage
delivery
(Tracking
number-
E76T18Q88G9
0GH2YMB )

1

Putri - Cash Pick - up 5

Thaqif Kampung
Kubang
Nibong Beris
Kubor Besar
16050 Bachok
Kelantan

Cash COD 3

Adriana - Cash Pick - up 2

Hazirah 144 Kampung
Banggol
Peradong,
Manir 21200
Kuala
Terengganu,
Terengganu

Online banking Postage
delivery
(Tracking
number-
E76T18Q77G9
0GH2YMB )

5

Farhah - Cash Pick - up 3

Amni - Online banking Pick - up 1
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4.0 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, social media is a strong tool for businesses of all sizes to contact

customers. We could not only promote our goods but also build two-way interaction with the

public through these social media postings. We believe Facebook is one of the best social media

platforms for business, but we realise that in order to use it effectively, we must have a great

marketing plan. Using the appropriate social media promotion approach may bring our company

a lot of success, raise brand recognition, and produce a lot of sales. This course, Principle of

Entrepreneurship (ENT530), encouraged us in improving our entrepreneurial and communication

skills.

We are grateful to be able to learn about copywriting. It is definitely useful to everstart up

an online business for real in the future. I learned that a teaser is also important to attract and

develop the curiosity of our potential customer and it will persuade them into buying our

products. In order to make people interested in our product, we need to show an interesting

preview of our product that will make them question and wait for the product's release. Besides, I

learned that we can also use passive methods or promoting our products directly without

mentioning what we are selling. The technique of soft selling can increase engagement and

enhance relationships with the potential customers. Lastly, out of all the three techniques that we

have learned, we find hard sell posting the hardest because we need to be invasive in order to

convince customers to buy our product.

Finally, we are grateful that we were able to finish our social media portfolio. Despite the

challenges we had while putting up this portfolio, it taught us a lot about problem solving and

presented us with a fascinating experience. We hope that in the future, we will be able to keep

our business running smoothly. We hope that through gaining expertise in this field, we would be

able to become successful entrepreneurs.
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5.0 APPENDICES
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